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PRELOADED PRLIMER In the process of physical goods collection and transportation, the truck is the most important part. While operating, the driver must have the ability to operate and maneuver the truck in a certain way. The driver must also be able to operate the steering wheel, brake, shift gears, speed indicator,
accelerator, and so on. But it is not easy for the driver to run in this way, the driver is still the subject of personal fatigue and cold. During long-term driving, human body is easily sick. The steering wheel, throttle, brake, pedal, accelerator, electronic indicator and indicator on the driver's overall health, the driver's health

will be affected. So the driver needs to keep a normal state of health to ensure the safe operation of the truck. To improve driver health, the technology of this series of products related to control and devices, software, hardware, provides a comprehensive non-intrusive solution for improved driver. I. Control and
Devices Main Features: 1) Drive speed of the truck is controlled by various electronic devices based on the driver's control: a. Smartphone controlled (through App) b. RF remote control c. PIR controlled 2) At any time, various meters of the vehicle can be monitored, such as: a. Fuel gauge b. Oil level c. Air pressure d.
Tire pressure e. Electric power meter f. The state of the driver's movement 3) Traction, resistance, battery power, RPM, Gear change and other indicators can be monitored by various devices. IV. Software Key Features: 1) In addition to vehicle information, other information can be added to the driver's monitoring: a.

Camera monitoring b. Speech c. Vehicle location, route selection d. Geofence e. Time comparison f. Security system g. The number of items in the truck 2) Rear console of the driver can monitor the driver's health, record driving data, analyze and display data. V. Hardware Main Features: 1) Three-dimensional
ultrasound 2) Dual airbag 3) Sensors for vehicle location, speed, engine temperature, time, noise, electric power, battery voltage and so on VI. Equipment Main Features: 1) Theft alarm with closed circuit TV, wireless door alarm, etc. 2) Special adaptive suspension system 3) Air-cool
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